Introduction
============

Although mathematical and language abilities are mostly considered two separate fields in the scientific literature and school curricula, there is strong scientific evidence for a close connection between them (for a meta-analysis: [@B115]). According to a vast body of research, one of the most fundamental component, both in reading and arithmetic, is fluency. In today's fast-paced society, the ability to read fluently and to perform basic calculations are essential abilities required for everyday life activities. The importance of these abilities is manifested in overall academic development and achievements ([@B96]; [@B101]).

Most of the existing studies in the field of fluency investigated this construct and its developmental nature in two distinct disciplines: reading and arithmetic. A deep empirical examination revealed that only a small set of studies focused on fluency from a cross-domain perspective (e.g., [@B68]). The majority of those studies referred to this construct as part of a wide range of skills (e.g., [@B122]). Furthermore, less is known concerning the developmental trajectories of the association between reading fluency and arithmetic fact fluency. The current study addresses these gaps by investigating the structure of fluency in both domains in a cross-sectional sample among first to third grade children.

Cross-domain studies have indicated that the association between reading and arithmetic is mainly derived from shared cognitive skills and processes (e.g., [@B32]; [@B11]; [@B10]; [@B3]; [@B130]; [@B98]). Although the role of the cognitive components has been examined in the study of both reading fluency (e.g., [@B126]) and arithmetic fact fluency (e.g., [@B75]), only a few studies focused on the overlap between them (e.g., [@B46], [@B48]). This study sought to expand the empirical knowledge regarding the contribution of varied cognitive components \[i.e., working memory (WM), inhibition, and RAN\] to the development of fluency through a cross-domain approach.

Fluency in Reading and Arithmetic and Their Cross-Domain Connections
--------------------------------------------------------------------

The term "fluency" was originally derived from the word "flow." Traditionally, fluency is defined as the smooth and effortless production of speech and pronunciation ([@B18]). In the last few decades, fluency received extensive attention in the fields of reading (e.g., [@B43]) and arithmetic (e.g., [@B123]).

Arithmetic fact, or number combinations, fluency refers to the automatic retrieval of simple single-digit facts from memory ([@B131]). This type of facts includes positive integers with the four basic math operations: addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division (e.g., 3 + 5 = 8, 4 × 6 = 24) ([@B90]; [@B125]). Fluency in arithmetic has been found to be an essential tool for overall mathematical achievements, especially during the years of elementary school ([@B93]). Specifically, [@B35] found that automatic retrieval of basic arithmetic facts predicts algorithmic computational skills and arithmetic word problem solving among third grade students. In this regard, [@B61] longitudinal study demonstrated that second graders with difficulties in arithmetic fluency were significantly more prone to low mathematics performance in later school years.

The development of mathematical fluency occurs in several stages, with different strategies used in each phase. In the early stage of acquisition, the young student relies mostly on "lower-level" strategies such as counting. At this point, individuals demonstrate and manipulate quantities using concrete representations (such as fingers and objects) and verbal counting ([@B40]; [@B24]). As conceptual and procedural knowledge about numbers increases, "higher-order" strategies develop. In this relatively advanced stage, the student mentally decomposes a given arithmetic problem into an easy and familiar sub-computation equation \[for example, the math problem 8 + 5 might be decomposed to (5 + 5 = 10) + 3 = 13\] ([@B74]). The efficient use of counting and decomposition strategies through repeated practice, gradually strengthens the association between the problem and its correct answer in WM. Memory-based retrieval of facts occurs when this association becomes established as a declarative information in long-term memory ([@B40]). At this phase, arithmetic facts retrieval from memory is more efficient, as reflected by higher accuracy and lower rate of performance in which the problem is solved and automatic retrieval is used ([@B80]). According to the Mathematical education curriculum for elementary school in Israel [@B94], students at the end of the third grade gradually shift to using automatic retrieval of basic arithmetic facts of integers numbers in all four operations together with other strategies. Therefore, the examination of students from first through third grade might provide the full developmental range of arithmetic fact fluency during the initial stages of learning through the mastery recall of factual knowledge.

Reading fluency, in its functional definition, is described as the ability to perform oral reading as rapidly and accurately as possible ([@B72]; [@B85]; [@B128]; [@B59]). Mastery of reading fluency has a main role in the manifestation of higher order processes, such as reading comprehension (e.g., [@B36]; [@B65]; [@B64]). In general, reading acquisition initially relies on the decoding of written graphemes into phonemes. Gradually, as sub-lexical identification is established, the reader becomes capable of automatically processing larger orthographic units, such as a whole word, while relying on lexical access. Specifically, it has been suggested that reading fluency is a multi-componential structure which entails the integration of various subskills ([@B72]; [@B128]). Rapid and efficient word recognition requires practice through repetitive exposures ([@B78]).

However, considerable differences were found in the development of reading fluency across orthographies (e.g., in Arabic: [@B103]; in German: [@B73]; in Finnish, Greek, and English: [@B45]; in English and Hebrew: [@B62]). Specifically, in the case of Hebrew, young children learn to read with the pointed script, which is considered a consistent "shallow" orthography. The high transparency of written Hebrew contributes to the rapid growth in word reading fluency during the first grade at school ([@B77]). In fourth grade, the transition to the un-pointed script occurs and simultaneously the rapid mastery of fluency slows ([@B112]). In addition, at this phase reading fluency involves with different "higher-order" linguistic processes ([@B62]). In order to limit the effect of these factors, the present study focused on the development of word reading fluency through the pointed Hebrew script in which the students mostly exposed to during the first 3 years of elementary education.

The development of reading fluency in the first stages is similar to the mathematical fluency development. The children enter school with basic letter and their sounds knowledge, and start to establish the association between them in the next stage as words level knowledge starts to build. In the last stage word presentations are created in the long-term memory on which the fluency develops ([@B37]). Due to the similarities between the first stages of the development of reading and mathematical fluency which involve the common processes of establishment of strong associations which are stored in the long term memory, it is likely that the same brain and cognitive mechanizes are involved in both domains ([@B99]).

Although fluency in reading and in arithmetic are referred to as distinct abilities, there is scientific evidence for a direct connection between them. Hence, significant correlations were found among the two fluencies in second, third ([@B69]), and fourth graders ([@B66]). Another indication of the inseparable link between fluent reading and arithmetic fact retrieval is further supported by studies which examined children with learning disabilities compared to typically developing controls. Accordingly, [@B81] argued that reading disability (i.e., dyslexia) has a negative influence on arithmetic fact retrieval. Moreover, a majority of the children with arithmetic deficits (i.e., developmental dyscalculia) also demonstrate reading difficulties ([@B124]). In this regard, it is important to mention that most of the studies concerning the cross-domain association, focused on learners with difficulties and disabilities. In addition, systematic examination of the connections between these abilities across different developmental phases has yet to be fully studied.

The unique association between fluency in reading and arithmetic can be explained by two different approaches. First, from a heritability perception, substantial genetic overlap was found in timed measures, including fluency, in both academic domains. For example, in the longitudinal twin study of [@B52], the researchers found a moderate relationship between arithmetic fact retrieval and word reading fluency (*r* = 0.43). Another related research by [@B95] pointed to a stable correlation between these abilities across first (*r* = 0.41 at age 10) and second (*r* = 0.40 at age 11) measurement occasions. A second explanation of the unique cross-domain overlap between these abilities is that fluency, in both domains, relies on the same cognitive mechanisms. The current study adopted the cognitive approach as a possible explanation for the overlap between fluency in the two academic domains.

Cognitive Components in Reading and Arithmetic Fact Fluency
-----------------------------------------------------------

Many cognitive processes seem to be involved in reading and arithmetic skills, and many of these processes are similar in both domains due to the comparable development of these abilities in their first stages. However, the present study sought to assess the relative contribution of three theoretically noticeable predictors including rapid naming, WM and inhibitory control, to the development of fluency in reading and arithmetic.

Rapid automatized naming (RAN) is defined as the ability to name a stimulus, as fast and accurate as possible, (such as letters, digits, colors or objects) ([@B68]). This relatively fundamental skill appears to represent the most basic mechanism of fluency in terms of fast and accurate serial processing of symbols while reading (i.e., strings of letters) and calculating (i.e., combination of digits and operation marks). Therefore, it is not surprising that RAN was found to be related to both reading fluency and arithmetic fact fluency.

The association between RAN and reading fluency across different orthographies has been well-documented over the past decade (e.g., [@B44], [@B46]; see also [@B2] for evidence from a meta-analysis). Generally, alphanumeric RAN tasks (digits and letters) are more strongly associated with reading performance than non-alphanumeric RAN (objects and colors) ([@B12]; [@B44]; [@B2]). In this regard, prior studies indicated that the predictive role of RAN tasks varies across orthographies. Specifically, RAN digit was found as a stronger predictor of word reading fluency in transparent orthographies such as Hebrew ([@B113]) and Greek ([@B43]).

More recently, however, there is a growing interest in the relationship between RAN and arithmetic fact fluency. Accordingly, several studies have indicated that RAN is significantly associated with children's efficiency in basic arithmetic calculation from kindergarten ([@B25]) through the first years of formal instruction in elementary school ([@B8]). The majority of studies which employed a wide range of RAN tasks reported that number-specific RAN measures (such as digit) were more strongly related to arithmetic fact fluency (e.g., [@B120]; [@B57]).

The few cross-domain studies conducted on rapid serial naming have reported that RAN was a significant predictor of fluency both in reading and arithmetic ([@B47]; [@B68], [@B69]). Likewise, RAN was also a predictor which accounted for the covariance between the two fluencies ([@B66]; [@B70]). These results reinforce the assumption that fluency in reading and arithmetic share similar underlying processes, that are based on the efficient process of familiar representation ([@B122]). Despite the acknowledged contribution of rapid naming to fluency performance, only few studies have examined the relationship between RAN and fluency in reading and arithmetic concurrently. Thus, the current investigation aimed to expands the existing knowledge on the shared aspect of rapid-naming to the development of fluency in both academic domains from a cross-domain perspective. Whereas the findings concerning the role of RAN in both reading and arithmetic fluency are consistent, the scientific literature about the role of other cognitive components, is less clear.

Beyond the necessity of rudimentary visual mapping of the presented stimuli, fluency performance demands higher-order cognitive abilities. These processes are typically referred to as executive functions (EFs), which are responsible for self-regulation and goal-oriented behavior ([@B89]). According to the structural model suggested by [@B88], the three main subcomponent skills of EFs are WM, inhibition, and cognitive flexibility. In spite of these well-founded multi-componential framework, the present study focused on WM and inhibitory control. WM refers to the ability to temporarily store and manipulate information ([@B4]). Inhibition involves the ability to suspend an automatic response in order to select more compatible behavior ([@B31]). The selection of these two EF's constructs derived from several fundamental reasons.

From a developmental perspective, the diversity between EF's constructs appears to be highly affected by age-related changes of these skills. Thus, in contrast to the significant differentiation between these three basic functions among young adults ([@B88]), it appears that EF's components tend to be unitary during the early childhood years ([@B132]). However, there is some evidence which supports primary and unique diversity between WM and inhibition factors among preschoolers ([@B87]) and elementary school age children ([@B13]). Moreover, in these studies' cognitive flexibility (or shifting) was not found as a distinct component of EF's.

The developmental nature of WM and inhibition is further manifested in the interaction between them ([@B54]; [@B55]; [@B39]). Empirical studies revealed that children's inhibitory control develops earlier than the other EF's processes ([@B108]) and supports the performance of the other executive skills ([@B6]). Specifically, inhibitory control plays a main role in restraining, limiting, and deleting irrelevant information from WM capacity ([@B54]; [@B21]; [@B55]).

The interaction between these executive skills is further evidenced in the context of academic performance. For example, [@B89] found that inhibitory control was related to mathematics achievements only when WM measures were omitted from the analyses. Moreover, a substantial series of studies was conducted on the role of WM and inhibition have found significant and consistent relationship between these particular EF's skills in a wide range of reading skills (e.g., [@B91]; [@B26]) and mathematics (e.g., [@B34]; [@B49]). In contrast, cognitive flexibility did not uniquely predict academic performance ([@B33]; [@B122]).

The relationship between WM and mathematics has been well documented in the early primary grades ([@B28]; [@B84]). Relatively many studies assessed the direct effect of WM on simple arithmetic fluency (e.g., [@B1]; [@B56]; [@B63]; [@B116]). In one such study, [@B1] found that WM capacity has a main role in simple addition problem solving efficiency among children. WM primarily involves the execution of procedural strategies, such as counting and decomposition, while solving arithmetic problems ([@B1]; [@B56]). For example, a substantial indication for the connection between WM capacity and strategy usage was found in a study which examined children with mathematical disabilities compared to their typical development peers ([@B41]). Their results revealed that children with low WM capacity tended to rely on less sophisticated strategies (such as finger counting). Conversely, children with high WM capacity used more sophisticated and mature strategies (such as decomposition). High WM ability was also linked to effective shifting from rudimentary strategies to more advanced strategies. [@B41] also found that WM was no longer related to arithmetic fact fluency in third and fifth grade. Accordingly, it seems that the reduced importance of WM is associated with the attainment of automaticity in the retrieval of arithmetic facts from long term memory. However, less is known about the developmental role of WM in arithmetic fluency across the lower grades of elementary school.

In the initial phases of reading acquisition, WM enables the segmentation of graphemes into phonemes. The relevant information is simultaneously stored and held in mind while integrated into a single word ([@B100]). In view of that, some studies suggested that WM has a unique contribution to children's reading fluency development ([@B119]; [@B9]; [@B60]). For example, [@B9] found that WM predicted reading fluency in second, fourth, and sixth grade. However, most of the research on the association between WM and reading is dominated by an emphasis on the accuracy variable in word identification (e.g., [@B100]; [@B119]; [@B42]). As a result, less is known about the contribution of WM capacity to fluent reading, especially across different developmental phases.

Since arithmetic facts are stored in associative memory networks, inhibition might be needed in the suppression of an incorrect, yet related, solution for an arithmetic problem, for example, suppressing the answer 8 for the number combination 4 × 4 ([@B17]; [@B22]; [@B23]). Despite this notion, findings regarding the relationship between inhibition and single-digit arithmetic facts are somewhat more variable. Furthermore, the available literature has been collected based on samples of young adults and beyond. For example, in a recent study by [@B49] no relationship emerged between inhibition and arithmetic factual knowledge in adolescents and young adults. Conversely, several authors found close connections between these skills among samples of adults ([@B16]; [@B7]). These contradictory findings might be derived from different methods for arithmetic fact fluency measurement. While some assessed fact mastery through a verbal response to a given problem ([@B49]), others evaluated facts retrieval by recognition of the correct answer when presented along with distractors ([@B16]; [@B7]). Since different responses are required, it might be assumed that each task stimulates the inhibitory system in a different manner ([@B92]).

In reading, [@B11] assumed that inhibition facilitate the processing of relevant information during the segmentation of graphemes into phonemes. Furthermore, [@B19] claimed that inhibitory control is mostly required when a word is deciphered incorrectly. Experimental indication of the association between inhibition and reading fluency was intensively evidenced by the Stroop interference task. In the classic color-word Stroop task ([@B118]) participants are required to rapidly name the color ink of the printed word while ignoring and inhibiting the word reading (for example, the word "BLUE" presented in red ink). The Stroop effect premise is that a skilled reader will be slowed and experience more interference by the incongruous word-color condition. Indeed, increasing Stroop interference was found among readers in first grade ([@B117]) and continues to increase in children classified as fourth grade reading level ([@B104]). However, many studies documented age-related changes in the level of interference due to the development of the inhibitory mechanism (e.g., [@B29]; [@B76]). Thus, [@B97] reported a significant gradual reduction in the level of interference in children around the age of 10 years. Therefore, it is not surprising that a high level of interference has been found to be associated with low performance in word reading fluency in the third grade ([@B106]). However, the reviewed literature revealed that little attention has been paid to the predictive role of inhibitory control in the development of reading fluency during the early years of elementary school.

In conclusion, despite the critical importance of RAN, WM and inhibition in academic achievements and their dramatic growth during the first years of elementary school, most of the present literature examined individual cognitive component with regards to fluency in a specific domain (reading or arithmetic) at a certain developmental stage. As a result, the concurrent predictive role of these cognitive skills in the acquisition of fluency, in reading and arithmetic, at different developmental phases is still unclear. Such theoretical understanding concerning the underpinning cognitive factor of fluency might provide practical and pedagogical tools to support the one of the most basic learning skills in reading and mathematics.

The Current Study
-----------------

Considering the reviewed literature, only a few studies have been conducted on the cross-domain association between fluency in reading and arithmetic across different developmental phases of the acquisition. In addition, further examination is required concerning the predictive power of varied cognitive components (RAN, WM, and inhibition), measured concurrently, in the development of fluency in the two academic domains. The current study also aimed to reveal the shared cognitive components of fluency in reading and arithmetic, which might shed light on the cross-domain connection between them.

This study addressed the following two research questions:

1.  What are the connections between reading and arithmetic fact fluency among children at different stages of development, from the first grade till the third grade, and do the connections remain the same or change with the development of these abilities? Drawing on evidence from previous work ([@B66], [@B69]), we expected to find a systematic correlation among these abilities in first, second, and third grades.

2.  Which cognitive components (RAN, WM, and inhibition) are related to reading and arithmetic fact fluency in each developmental stage and what are their shared cognitive predictors during the first years of elementary school? As the RAN measure proved to be a strong predictor of fluency in reading and arithmetic, we expected these finding to be replicated from first through third grade. In consideration to the interplay between WM and inhibition along with the mixed evidence regarding their predictive role in the development of both types of fluency, no clear hypothesis can be made. As a result, uncertainty also arises concerning fluencies shared cognitive components. However, in light of the notion that less skilled learners rely more on cognitive resources compared to more proficient students ([@B15]), it can be expected to find a gradual reduction in the role of the cognitive components as the development of reading and arithmetic fluency progressed.

Materials and Methods {#s1}
=====================

Participants
------------

The participants were 216 Hebrew-speaking children recruited from two local elementary schools in the north of Israel from different socioeconomic backgrounds: medium-low (*N* = 133) and medium-high (*N* = 83). Sixty-seven first graders (mean age = 6 years 5 months, *SD* = 0.47; 35 boys, 32 girls), 83 second graders (mean age = 7 years 7 months, *SD* = 0.50; 41 boys, 42 girls), and 66 third graders (mean age = 8 years 6 months, *SD* = 0.49; 35 boys, 31 girls). For this study, participants were excluded if they did not complete the test battery or could not read independently. All participants were Hebrew typical developing children with no neurological disorders. Parental written consent was given to 85 children in each grade prior to task administration. The attrition rate varied from grade to grade and was 22.2% (*n* = 67) in first grade, 2.4% (*n* = 83) in second grade, and 22.3% (*n* = 66) in third grade.

Measures
--------

### Rapid Automatized Naming (RAN)

#### Rapid automatized naming of digits ([@B110])

The RAN digits' subtest assesses the ability to name a series of 50 written stimuli as rapidly as possible. The test includes five digits (1, 5, 9, 3, 7), each repeated randomly 10 times. The reliability of these task is 0.74 in second grade and 0.69 in fourth grade.

### Executive Function Measures

#### Working memory

Two tasks were used to measure verbal WM: The children's size-ordering task (CSOT; [@B83]) and the digit span backward (WISC-III, [@B127]), which require simultaneous storage and manipulation of verbal information.

The CSOT ([@B83]) contains a list of common objects (e.g., window, book) read aloud at a rate of one item per second. Children were required to reproduce them verbally in order of size, from smallest to largest (e.g., book, window). The test comprises seven blocks with two items per block. The level of difficulty increased gradually, beginning with a length of two items to a maximum length of seven items. The test was discontinued when two mistakes occurred in the same block. [@B51] reported reliability of CSOT is 0.63.

Digit span backward (WISC-III, [@B127]): Children were verbally presented with a sequence of random numbers and asked to recall them in the reverse order, from the last number they had heard to the first one. The test was discontinued when two mistakes occurred in the same block. The measure used was the total number of correct items recalled.

#### Inhibition ([@B118])

The Color--Word Interference test consists of three conditions: reading words (i.e., neutral condition), naming color patches (i.e., congruent condition), and naming the color in which words are printed instead of reading the words, for example, the word RED presented in green print (i.e., incongruent condition). Each condition contains 65 printed items presented in five rows of 13 items each. Participants were asked to respond to the pertinent stimuli (i.e., word or color) as quickly and accurately as possible within 45 s. The measure used was the received magnitude difference between the neutral condition and the incongruent condition. Prior research reported that the temporal reliability of the three conditions is *r* \> 0.80 ([@B20]; [@B102]; [@B50]).

### Word Reading Fluency Measure

#### Single-word reading speed test ([@B105]; adapted from the TOWRE test, [@B121])

The test of oral reading accuracy and fluency contains a list of 104 fully vowelized words increasing in difficulty and varying in frequency, length, phonological and morphological structure. Children are requested to read the words aloud as quickly and accurately as possible. The measure used was the number of correct words read per 45 s. Cronbach's alpha for second grade is 0.90.

### Arithmetic Fact-Fluency Measure

#### The WJ-III math fluency test ([@B129])

Children were instructed to complete as many simple single-digit addition, subtraction, and multiplication facts within 3 min, skipping those they do not know. The measure used was the number of problems solved correctly within 3 min. The reported reliability is between 0.90 and 0.93.

Procedure
---------

The tests described earlier were administered as part of a larger test battery within an extensive longitudinal intervention study conducted in Israel. The data was collected prior to implementation of the intervention program. Participants were tested individually in a quiet room at the children's school, during school hours, by trained examiners. The tests were administered in random order. Short breaks were allowed as needed by the child between tests.

Statistical Analysis
--------------------

[Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} shows the means, standard scores, and one-way ANOVA for the three grades on fluency (in reading and arithmetic), cognitive measures (WM and inhibition), and RAN. The univariate tests revealed a significant main effect for grade across all measures, with consistent improvement from first to third grade. Due to the group's adequately differentiated verification, the three experimental grades in the study were considered separately.

###### 

Descriptive statistics and one-way ANOVA among tasks in first (*N* = 67), second (*N* = 83) and third (*N* = 66) grades.

                                                           First grade   Second grade   Third grade                                       
  -------------------------------------------------------- ------------- -------------- ------------- ------- ------- ------- ----------- ------
  Word reading fluency -- TOWRE (correct words per 45 s)   29.35         10.84          48.83         13.61   58.78   16.74   78.81^∗∗^   0.42
  Arithmetic fact fluency (correct answers per 3 min)      32.22         11.29          42.41         14.03   54.71   14.46   47.75^∗∗^   0.30
  RAN digits (time)                                        44.82         10.71          35.95         8.22    31.35   7.88    39.52^∗∗^   0.26
  Digit span backward (total correct items)                3.00          0.88           3.67          1.12    4.00    1.35    13.65^∗∗^   0.11
  WM -- CSOT (total correct items)                         4.01          1.26           4.54          1.42    4.91    1.34    7.48^∗^     0.06
  Inhibition -- Stroop (total correct items per 45 s)      20.41         16.56          37.88         7.85    38.01   9.97    51.96^∗∗^   0.32

∗

p \< 0.05;

∗∗

p \< 0.01.

Then a correlation analysis was performed across all tasks in order to examine (1) the developmental nature of the connection between fluency in reading and arithmetic; (2) the relationship between fluency, in both domains, and cognitive components across different developmental phases. Finally, a stepwise multiple regression was conducted to evaluate which cognitive skills would predict fluency in reading and arithmetic at early and advanced phases of acquisition. Fluency in reading and arithmetic were concluded as dependent variables and the EF measures of verbal WM (CSOT and digit span backward), inhibition (Stroop), and RAN digits as potential predictors.

Results
=======

Pearson's Correlation Analyses
------------------------------

The correlation between reading fluency and arithmetic fact fluency with RAN and EF variables for first, second, and third grades are presented in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. Inspection of the correlation table reveals consistent moderate correlations between arithmetic fact fluency and word reading fluency in all three grades (*r* = 0.54 in first grade, *r* = 0.46 in second grade, and *r* = 0.51 in third grade).

###### 

Correlations between reading fluency, arithmetic fact fluency, and cognitive measures for first (*N* = 67), second (*N* = 83), and third (*N* = 66) grades.

                                      First grade   Second grade   Third grade                                                                                                                                  
  ----------------------------------- ------------- -------------- ------------- ------ ------ ------------- ------------- ------------- ------------ ------ ------------- ------------- ----------- ---------- ------
  1\. Word reading fluency -- TOWRE                                                                                                                                                                             
  2\. Arithmetic fact fluency         0.54^\*\*^                                               0.46^\*\*^                                                    0.51^\*\*^                                         
  3\. RAN digits                      -0.49^\*\*^   -0.55^\*\*^                                -0.42^\*\*^   -0.51^\*\*^                                     -0.54^\*\*^   -0.40^\*\*^                          
  4\. WM -- Digit span backward       -0.16         0.12           -0.27^\*^                   0.27^\*^      0.30^\*\*^    -0.11                             0.20          0.14          -0.26^\*^              
  5\. WM -- CSOT                      0.34^\*\*^    0.26^\*^       -0.15         0.10          0.32^\*\*^    0.23^\*^      -0.39^\*\*^   0.34^\*\*^          0.17          0.04          -0.15       0.31^\*^   
  6\. Inhibition -- Stroop            0.60^\*\*^    0.32^\*\*^     -0.55^\*\*^   0.16   0.00   0.26^\*^      0.25^\*^      -0.21         0.14         0.08   -0.02         -0.01         -0.05       -0.07      0.08

∗

p \< 0.05;

∗∗

p \< 0.01.

Unsurprisingly, the RAN measure was significantly correlated with both reading fluency and arithmetic fact fluency across all three grades. The EF components did not show the same cross-grades consistency. Thus, reading fluency and arithmetic fact fluency were correlated with EFs in first and second grades but not in third grade.

Interestingly, the correlations within first, second, and third grades are similar. Specifically, in first grade reading fluency and arithmetic fact fluency were both correlated with WM (CSOT) and inhibition (Stroop). In second grade, however, fluency in reading and arithmetic were significantly related with both WM tests (CSOT and digit span) and inhibition (Stroop). In third grade, fluency measures were correlated solely with the RAN.

Multiple Regression Analyses
----------------------------

A statistics regression model for fluency in reading and arithmetic as dependent variables, and cognitive components (RAN, WM, and inhibition) as predictors is provided in [Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}. The predictor measures were entered simultaneously with a stepwise function. This approach allowed us to identify the best predictive variables for fluency as a function of grade according to their degree of contribution.

###### 

Stepwise regression analysis: best model to predict reading fluency and arithmetic fact-fluency in first (*N* = 67), second (*N* = 83), and third (*N* = 66) grades.

                            Model                                                         
  ------------------------- --------------------------- ------ ------- ------ ----------- -------
  First grade (*n* = 67)    Reading fluency                                               
                            Inhibition -- Stroop        0.36   36.36   0.36   36.36^∗∗^   0.56
                            WM -- CSOT                  0.47   28.22   0.11   13.30^∗∗^   0.33
                            Arithmetic fact fluency                                       
                            RAN digits                  0.28   26.20   0.28   26.20^∗∗^   -0.51
                            WM -- CSOT                  0.33   16.06   0.05   4.52^∗^     0.22
  Second grade (*n* = 83)   Reading fluency                                               
                            RAN digits                  0.16   17.44   0.17   17.44^∗∗^   -0.39
                            WM -- Digit span backward   0.22   11.81   0.05   5.28^∗^     0.23
                            Arithmetic fact fluency                                       
                            RAN digits                  0.26   29.64   0.26   29.64^∗∗^   -0.49
                            WM -- Digit span backward   0.33   19.70   0.06   7.45^∗^     0.25
  Third grade (*n* = 66)    Reading fluency                                               
                            RAN digits                  0.30   28.45   0.30   28.45^∗∗^   -0.55
                            Arithmetic fact fluency                                       
                            RAN digits                  0.17   13.63   0.17   13.63^∗∗^   -0.42

∗

p

\< 0.05;

∗∗

p

\< 0.01.

For word reading fluency in first grade, inhibition uniquely explained 36% of the variance, whereas WM (CSOT) contributed an additional 11% of the variance. The two variables collectively explained approximately 47% (adjusted *R*^2^ = 0.45, *p* \< 0.01) of the variance in reading fluency. In second grade, RAN explained 16% of the variance and verbal WM added to the explanation an additional 5% of the variance. The two variables collectively explained approximately 22% (adjusted *R*^2^ = 0.21, *p* \< 0.05) of the variance. In third grade, only RAN was found to be a significant predictor, with 30% (adjusted *R*^2^ = 0.29, *p* \< 0.001) of unique variance in word reading fluency.

For arithmetic fact fluency in first grade, inhibition uniquely explained 28% of the variance whereas WM (CSOT) contributed an additional 5% of the variance. The two variables collectively explained approximately 33% (adjusted *R*^2^ = 0.31, *p* \< 0.05) of the variance in arithmetic fluency. In second grade, RAN explained 16% of the variance and verbal WM added to the explanation an additional 6% of the variance. The two variables collectively explained approximately 22% (adjusted *R*^2^ = 0.31, *p* \< 0.01) of the variance. In third grade, only RAN was found to be a significant predictor, with 17% (adjusted *R*^2^ = 0.16, *p* \< 0.001) of unique variance in arithmetic fact fluency.

Consequently, RAN was found to be a constant predictor of arithmetic fluency across all grades. In addition, a comparison between the predictive models of reading and arithmetic fluency in each class revealed an interesting trend. While second and third grade fluency in reading and arithmetic were significantly predicted by the same components, first grade displayed different patterns.

Discussion
==========

The present study aimed to explain the cross-domain overlap between reading and arithmetic fact fluency through a deep examination of their shared underlying cognitive factors (RAN, WM, and inhibition). This study is among the few to investigate this topic among an unselected sample of children across the lower elementary grades.

As hypothesized, the correlation analysis revealed a moderate, yet consistent, cross-domain association between fluency in reading and arithmetic from first grade to third grade. This is in line with previous studies linking fluency in reading and arithmetic in the early years of elementary school ([@B66], [@B69]). In addition, these results have also been confirmed by twin studies which verified the possibility of a common fluency component associated with a shared genetic factor ([@B52]; [@B95]). It is important to note that the connection between the two fluencies was found at all stages of development from the first stage of acquisition until the end of third grade in which the children have fully acquired their fluency in both domains.

There can be two possible explanations for these findings. First, it may be suggested that these connections might derive from similarities in the course of acquisition of these abilities ([@B71]). In the initial phases of development, both academic skills rely on serial processing of written symbols, which represent concrete information. Specifically, reading involves sequential decoding of graphemes to phonemes while arithmetic is based on the representation of a given number quantity through serial counting. Gradually, as the strategies become more efficient and sophisticated, the ability to process larger units in reading (i.e., words) and calculations (i.e., arithmetic facts) develops. Fluency mastery, in both academic domains, is assumed to rely mainly on automatic retrieval from memory, achieved through repeated exposure and continuous practice ([@B78]; [@B71]). In this context, the results of the present study revealed significant variance in the performance of fluency in reading and arithmetic, which improved across the three grades examined. These developmental trends might be related to the extensive exposure, practice, and experience in reading and arithmetic calculation during the first years of formal education. Gradually, as learning progresses, the young student specializes in each domain studied and becomes more fluent.

A second explanation for the cross-domain overlap between reading and arithmetic has been linked to shared cognitive processes (e.g., [@B66]; [@B8]; [@B114]; [@B53]; [@B30]; [@B14]). In view of this approach, the next section will address the unique role of the cognitive components (RAN, WM, and inhibition) in the development of fluency, in both academic domains, across the three initial years of elementary school.

Shared Cognitive Predictors of Reading and Arithmetic Fact Fluency
------------------------------------------------------------------

The predictive models obtained in the present study, revealed an interesting developmental pattern concerning the shared cognitive predictors of fluency in both academic domains in first, second, and third grades.

In first grade, similarities and differences were found in the cognitive predictors of fluency in reading and arithmetic. Thus, the strongest predictor of reading fluency was inhibition, while RAN explained most of the variance in the ability to perform arithmetic calculations.

The fact that inhibitory control was found to be a predictor of reading fluency but not of arithmetic fact fluency might be related to differences in their processes and the particular type of knowledge they tap. Automatic reading is a complex ability which entails the synchronization of many components and information ([@B72]) such as semantic, syntactic, and morphological processes ([@B128]). Efficient word retrieval is established through repeated exposure to orthographic representations ([@B78]; [@B111]). In the initial course of reading acquisition, the novice reader frequently encounters unfamiliar words which might evoke relevant and irrelevant information. In this case, inhibitory control might be essential for the suppression of the irrelevant information in favor of the relevant information. First grade arithmetic curricula, however, focus on the ability to perform addition and subtraction calculations only within 20 and base 10 numbers. Thus, the limited involvement of the inhibitory system in arithmetic fact fluency might reflect low levels of "competition" between the correct answer (relevant information) and other incorrect solutions (irrelevant information) and may also be due to the fact that is it an easier task which involves less information as opposed to reading in the initial stages.

Unexpectedly, the results of the present study revealed that RAN contributed significantly to arithmetic fact fluency but not to reading fluency in first grade. These findings are inconsistent with previous studies concerning the cross-domain predictive role of RAN in both types of fluency ([@B47]; [@B68], [@B69]) and contrary to the strong evidence for the significant relationship between RAN and reading fluency (e.g., [@B2]). This surprising finding can be explained by the fact that most of the existing studies about the cognitive predictors of reading fluency did not include tasks that assess inhibition concurrently with RAN. It may be that the inclusion of the inhibition task removed the contribution of the RAN to reading fluency due to the major role of inhibition in the first stages of reading acquisition as mentioned above. The retrieval of the correct stimulus in the RAN may also involve inhibition of competing stimuli which demands inhibition as well as other processes which are involved in naming, thus the addition of a pure inhibition task removed the contribution of the RAN.

Interestingly, in the present study WM (measured by the CSOT task) was found to be a common predictor of first graders' reading and arithmetic fluency. This finding is in line with research showing the same predictive relations between WM and fluency in reading (e.g., [@B9]) and arithmetic (e.g., [@B116]). At this age, it is likely that reading and arithmetic are not yet completely fluent. Presumably, the young learners use different procedures which rely particularly on WM capacity.

Specifically, it can be assumed that WM is involved in grapho-phonemic decoding processes in reading, and strategy usage in simple arithmetic calculation. In this context, the specific inclusion of the CSOT task in the predictive models, might provide a closer observation of the role of WM capacity not only in reading and arithmetic but also in their fluency. The CSOT task entails complex manipulation of information simultaneously through verbal and visual processing in order to rearrange familiar objects according to their size ([@B83]). This multi-step processing might emphasize, even more, the great involvement of WM processing in the early developmental stages of fluency acquisition. In addition, it can be assumed that fluency, in reading and arithmetic, might involve verbal and visual processing. In support of this, [@B48] found that visual-spatial WM play a significant role in arithmetic fact fluency at the end of the first year of elementary school, even after controlling for other cognitive predictors. In contrast spatial WM contributed to reading fluency only when entered first to the model ([@B48]).

Furthermore, the simultaneous contribution of WM and inhibition to fluent reading might indicate the high cognitive load required for this ability in first grade. This finding is also reinforced by previous evidence as to the interaction between these cognitive mechanisms (e.g., [@B39]). In arithmetic fact fluency it can be assumed that the increasing load of WM capacity might be related to greater usage of less sophisticated concrete strategies such as counting. These strategies might demand maintenance and manipulation of quantities through a mental visual imagery in the WM ([@B27]).

Alongside the differences in the cognitive components involved in fluency in first grade, similar predictive patterns were found in second and third grades. As initially hypothesized, RAN digits had the strongest contribution to fluency performance by the end of the second year of elementary school. In accordance with the results obtained in the present study, a substantial body of research in reading and mathematics links RAN to fluency (for a meta-analysis: [@B2]; [@B67]). A recent longitudinal study by [@B68], [@B69]) revealed the powerful predictive relations of RAN with fluent mastery of reading and arithmetic. Robust findings with regards to the association between RAN and fluency were also found among young children with difficulties in reading ([@B86]; [@B109]) and arithmetic ([@B82]). A possible explanation of these findings is that both fluency and RAN tap the same mechanism by which visual-verbal stimuli, such as digits and letter strings, are efficiently stored in and retrieved from long-term memory ([@B66]).

Another common cognitive predictor of fluency in reading and arithmetic among second graders is WM (measured by the digit span backward task). The digit span tasks were widely classified as a measure of the phonological loop subsystem which entails the manipulation, retention, and articulatory processing of verbal information ([@B5]). In this context, previous findings demonstrated the importance of the phonological WM for the development of reading ([@B38]) and arithmetic calculation ([@B107]).

As in first grade, the involvement of WM resources might indicate that these skills are not fully fluent at this stage of acquisition. Yet, a comparison between first and second grade might point to a developmental change in WM aspects involved in fluency. This assumption derives from the fact that fluency, in both academic domains, was predicted by different WM tasks in first (CSOT) and second grade (digit span backward). Similar to the CSOT task, there is growing evidence that the digit span backward task entails both visual imagery and verbal processes ([@B58]). However, these tasks differ substantively in their properties, demands, and in level of complexity. In contrast to the CSOT task, the digit span backward task seems to incorporate fewer procedures. Specifically, the list of items in the CSOT task must be completely rearranged by the size of the objects, while the digit span entails the recall of a sequence of digits in the reverse order. Moreover, digit span tasks were widely classified as a measure of the phonological loop subsystem which entails the processing of verbal information ([@B5]). Therefore, compared to the CSOT task it seems that the manipulation in the digit span backward task requires a lower WM load. Thus, although it appears that second graders still tend to use strategies while reading and calculating, it can be assumed that they select more sophisticated procedures and execute them more efficiently.

As hypothesized, a reduction was found in the cognitive components participating in fluent reading and simple arithmetic calculation in third grade. At this phase, fluency in both academic domains was predicted only by RAN. These results might indicate that the orthographic representation of the written word and the solution for the arithmetic problem are mostly retrieved directly from memory. As fluency in reading and arithmetic is more established, the cognitive resources are probably directed to higher order processes such as reading comprehension and arithmetic multi-step problem solving.

These cross-sectional data provide evidence for a developmental change in the cognitive predictors of fluency in reading and arithmetic from first through third grade. As the predictive models of fluency in both academic domains were different in first grade, the two fluencies were predicted by the same cognitive components in second and third grades. Overall, the results of the present study suggest that reading and arithmetic fact fluency share the same underlying cognitive mechanisms. These findings might shed light on the cross-domain connection between fluency in reading and arithmetic, considered one of the most fundamental abilities in the primary grades. Furthermore, this study emphasized the importance of strengthening basic cognitive skills which will help improve fluency in both domains from early childhood, in order to facilitate the entrance to school and the beginning of the academic learning. In addition, the connection between these two types of fluency and the overlap between them which may lead to the influence of students' performance in one domain on their performance in the other, stresses the importance of the teachers' role in teaching and enhancing both domains side by side.

Alongside the promising results of the current study, there are certain limitations that need to be considered. One main obstacle in this type of study is finding pure cognitive measures which do not depend on linguistic or numeric processing. The current study used measures which are related to numeric (RAN digits) and linguistic processing (Stroop). Specifically, Stroop color-word naming task which we used to measure inhibition involves reading of single words, and the Stroop interference task has been widely recognized as an indicator for reading automaticity ([@B79]). Therefore, the connection found between inhibition and reading fluency in first grade may be due to the task chosen and future studies should try to examine inhibition with a more neutral measure. Similarly, arithmetic fact fluency requires retrieval of the correct numerical answer and may be comparable to the speedy naming of digits in the RAN task. [@B57] found that RAN of numerical representations has a unique contribution to arithmetic. Therefore the connection found between RAN and mathematical fluency in first grade may also have been effected from the RAN task which was used. Although the tasks are not neutral it is important to note that they were selected according to the other studies in this field as mentioned in earlier sections. Future studies such include additional more neutral tasks in order to strengthen these results.

In addition, the participants of the current study included typical developing children in a relatively small sample size, and the collected data was analyzed through a cross-sectional approach. Therefore, the results of the present study may not be generalized to the entire population. Future studies should include a larger sample size, and also examine the suggested results among children with learning difficulties. Further research should continue to investigate the cross-domain connections between fluency in reading and arithmetic from a developmental perspective with a longitudinal study which will follow the same children and examine their development across the years.

Furthermore, the current examination focused on specific cognitive components which revealed only a certain portion of the explained variance of fluency performance. Additional examination of a wide range of cognitive components (e.g., cognitive flexibility, speed of processing, etc.) through tasks with different modalities (e.g., verbal and non-verbal processing) might broaden the presented findings concerning the predictive role of cognitive skills in the development of fluency. Also, a deep empirical investigation of the executed strategies in reading and arithmetic fluency is suggested as well.

Conclusion
==========

The results of the present study demonstrate that the cross-domain association between fluency in reading and arithmetic might be related to shared cognitive mechanisms. In addition, different patterns were found concerning the contribution of varied cognitive components (RAN, WM, and inhibition) to fluency in both academic domains. The observed trajectories might be related to the developmental nature of these abilities in the course of first through third grade. Therefore, it is important to be aware of that different cognitive abilities which contribute to the development of reading and mathematical fluency at different ages, these abilities should be strengthened among the children, to help to promote fluency in both domains.

Since fluency in reading and arithmetic are important for the development of more complex academic abilities in higher grades, the findings of the present study may have considerable educational implications. Specifically, understanding the cognitive foundations of both types of fluency might also assist with early identification of student's having difficulties, and to develop effective instruction and interventions in order to improve fluency in both reading and arithmetic. In addition, the connection between reading and mathematical fluency may lead to influence of students' performance in one domain on their performance in the other, and in fact stresses the importance of the teachers' role in teaching and examining both domains side by side.
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